
Tesla’s bifilar coil for induction heating 
 

As per my personal experience, I noticed that the Tesla’s bifilar coil is the best one for applications such the 
induction heating. 

The setup also involves a special kind of cable: the Litz wire; this cable is made by many thin wires insulated 
each other and it is available on the market in various sizes and number of wires. 

To fit the needs for particular high power applications, it is possible to wrap multiple cables to obtain a 
single, larger, one. 

In this guide, I’ll show how to accomplish this need. 

I started with a cable made of 90 thin wires, 0.1 mm of diameter each; all these this wires are tighten 
together with thin external layer of silk. 

 

The overall diameter size of the cable is 1.1 mm; I want to obtain a 6 mm (more or less) cable so I decided 
to twist 6 cables together but, prior to start the cutting process, I have to choose the dimensions of my coil 
former to know how long the cable segments have to be. 

Looking around my house, I found two plastic pipes: 63 mm dia. and 80 mm dia.; I gone with the smaller 
one, the 63 mm (6.3 cm) diameter. 

Then I had to decide how many turns my induction working coil should have, so I thought that 10 turns 
should have been ok, then the calculations came easy to me: 10x63xpi = 10x63x3.1415 = 1,979.45 mm for 
each segment, plus a small addiction for the terminal’s extensions, so a 2,200 mm/segment has been 
chosen for the cut. 

Six segments of 2.2 meters each equals to a total of 17.6 meters Litz wire: we have to double this value to 
produce a BIFILAR Tesla coil so, in the end, we have to cut 12 segments of 2.2 meters each for a final total 
of 35.2 meters of Litz wire.  
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Now it’s the time to join and wrap/twist them together: first of all, I used a small piece of insulant tape to 
tight the six segments (for the first multithreaded cable) on one side 

 

Then, on the other side, I created a loop (to be inserted in a door handle or a hanger) 
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I used my electronic screwdriver (a variable-speed drill may do the same work but the lowest speed has to 
be chosen) to hang the side without the loop 

 

Keeping the threads under tension, I started turning - slowly - the electronic screwdriver and observed the 
6 wires twisting one over the others: note that, during this process, the overall length will be shortened 
progressively… do not exaggerate with the twisting! 

This is what I obtained after some tens of turns, and it’s enough. 

 

This work has to be done two times: remember? We’re building a “BIFILAR” coil!  
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I used to keep one of the two multithreaded cables white (not so white in truth: the Litz original colour), 
while I painted the second one with a red permanent marker pen. 

Then I prepared my plastic pipe (the coil former) covering it with a common paper sheet (the one we 
usually put inside the printers, size A4) so we will be able to remove the coil from the former easily once 
finished 

 

I suggest, to ensure that the finished coil can be removed easily from the former, to put a layer of bee wax 
under the paper sheet (with a brush, paint a generous layer of wax over the orange plastic pipe, then roll 
the paper sheet over it and firmly block it with the tape so it won’t move). 
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We can start to wrap our twisted cables around the former 
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It will be better to fix the ends of the cables with some hot glue 

 

Now remove all the insulation tape used to block the 6 segments together and start removing 2-3 cm of the 
silk from each segment’s end, separating as much as possible the thin wires each other (I decided to block 
each end with some other insulating tape, using a red tape for the “red” twisted cable and a black tape for 
the “white” twisted cable) 
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Then, I made some adjustments to obtain the correct lengths for the final setup; note: I did not join 
definitely the cables! I’ve just wrapped them temporarily to get the exact lengths. 

 

A you can see in the above picture, the left “red” cable (marked with the red tape) will be connected to the 
right “white” cable (marked with the black tape), as per the Tesla’s bifilar arrangement. 

Some additional cuts to the twisted cables were required to me to reach the correct result. 

Now the most annoying part, the removal of the enamel from those thin wires… you have to know that this 
enamel is a very special kind and it is not so easy to remove it: don’t try to use any kind of acid solution! 

I used the flame of a lighter, paying attention to do not “cut” the microwires (yes: if you insist with the 
flame, the copper will melt and shorten dramatically) so you have to be absolutely careful in this phase! 

Once burned (the wires turned to black, but remained intact), I’ve spread them as much as possible and 
sanded them with sandpaper 
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Now it’s the time to solder them all together (another a bit complex thing to do): to facilitate the process I 
made use of a soldering fluxant, a lot of it, making the microwires completely wet so, prior that the fluxant 
turned dry, I made use of a standard electronic solder and a lot of tin, pressing the solder over the 
microwires, passing over them more and more times adding the tin as needed, with this result 

 

Now, using a hot gun, we have to heat up the microwires (full of tin) and, progressively, we have to crush 
them until we’ll obtain a compact terminal; to crush them I used a kitchen paper soaked with soldering 
paste (grease) and progressively crushed the wires (warm up with the hot gun, crush a bit using the greased 
towel, then warm up again, crush again…and so on until the wires become tighten) 
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It’s the time to solder the cable lugs around the crushed ends: I liked to put a self-shrinking rubber, prior to 
proceed with the soldering of the cable lugs, to better identify my terminals 

 

Well, we’re near the end… to have a compact, robust coil we have to resin it: I made use of an epoxy resin, 
highly resistant to heat and highly electrically insulating (mine is of bi-component type) 
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With a soft brush, I painted the whole coil two times: a first pass, waited twelve hours for allow it to dry, 
then a second pass (and more 12 hours for drying) 

 

After 24 hours of drying in total, my coil is finally ready! 

 

At this point, depending on the type of epoxy resin you used, you can be able to easily slip out the coil from 
the former (the orange pipe in my case) but, in some cases, it seems to be impossible to do so (like in one 
of my attempts where I forgot to put the bee wax between the former pipe and the sheet of paper) so, 
simply, cut the pipe on both sides of the coil (leaving some millimetres at the coil’s borders) with a saw!  

The plastic pipe doesn’t interfere in any way with the induction and makes the coil indestructible. 

We finished our work. 
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Following there are some pictures of the coil at work (some quick tests which allowed me to make a pint of 
water boiling in a couple of minutes consuming only 440 watts) 

 

 

Enjoy! 

 

Fabrizio Ricciarelli 
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